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RE: Objection
 

Dear Planning office , I would like to Object proposed Expansion to Chancellor’s School
On the basis of ;
1-      Currently we have straggling to leave the house in the morning to go to work
or take my kids to school in the morning,
As well as cars dropping their kids to Chancellor’s school, I have noticed that
their some older kids also driving their cars to school and parks them outside
residential area.
Traffic it’s a major issue as it is now.
 

Main reasons for this is that Pine Grove is dead end so if some decides the
park off road over the night on Pine grove or Georges wood road , whole
traffic be unbearable and this effect mostly A1000 both way.
2-      Extension and providing better education and activity centre for existing pupils
, I don’t have any problem with this, however any more pupils addition to existing
number will not be accepted.
Which we understand most of these pupils currently are travelling long
distance to come to Chancellor’s, so Council may need be consider to invest
existing schools in their local areas that they are coming from.

3-      Also , such an expansions may be needs to be consideration and consultation
to given other alternative road or entries to school may be from The Drive , or Golf
Club Road to reduce to congestions on Pine Grove and A1000.

4-      Social Responsibility to community , unfortunate I can not see any Social
Responsibility back to local community policy from the school,

i.e proposed of local community able to use facilities that school will planning to
increased sport activity sides, as we have quite a lot elderly and retired people in the
area which they may be able to facility given them some opportunity use of new
facilities as part of social responsibility back to local community.
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